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preparing four distinct types of microparticles†
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Preparing monodisperse, reproducible and functionally sophisticated microparticles is challenging but

important for biomedical applications. Droplet microfluidics is a microparticle generation method that

can precisely control the geometry and composition of microparticles. Droplet microfluidics generally

produces only one type of microparticle at a time. Here, we report a simple and controllable method to

simultaneously prepare four distinct types of microparticles by combining droplet generation with

a gradient generator. The method can be more widely applied and with higher productivity than other

microparticle generation methods due to the integration of dispersed phases which paves the way for

the application to regenerative medicine. Different sizes, heterogenous and anisotropic microparticles

are generated by manipulating the poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) concentration gradient, the poly(3-

caprolactone)/poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) ratio gradient, and the dimethyl carbonate/dichloromethane

ratio gradient. This straightforward preparation of microparticles will promote their application in drug

delivery agents, identifiers for biological assays, microsensors and tissue engineering.
Introduction

It is important but challenging to prepare monodisperse, repro-
ducible and functionally sophisticated microparticles for
biomedical applications.1–4 The applications of microparticles rely
on characteristics linked to their composition, size and
morphology.5–7 Therefore, it is signicant to prepare precisely
tailored microparticles to maximize their potential in biomedical
engineering.8,9 Many simple methods have been reported for
producing complex microparticles.10–13 Complex three-
dimensional (3D) anisotropic microparticles have been generated
using a template-based method by tuning the mold capillarity and
swelling. Microparticles with multi-compartments have been
fabricated by combined fabrication sequences. The multi-
compartment can precisely control the 3D shape for each
compartment.14 Multi-compartment and complex microparticles
containing biodegradable and pH-responsive polymers can be
generated using a capillary microuidics device. The biodegrad-
able polymers poly(3-caprolactone) (PCL), poly(lactic-co-glycolic
acid) (PLGA) and poly(lactic acid) (PLA) have all been used for one
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part. The pH-responsive polymer poly(butyl methacrylate-co-(2-
dimethylaminoethyl) methacrylate-co-methyl methacrylate)
(p(BMA-co-DAMA-co-MMA)) has been used for other part. Core–
shell (droplet-in-droplet or a double-emulsion droplet, PLGA-rich
core and the p(BMA-co-DAMA-co-MMA)-rich shell), core-double
shell (p(BMA-co-DAMA-co-MMA)-rich core and double shells of
the PCL-rich inner layer and p(BMA-co-DAMA-co-MMA)-rich outer
layer), multicore–shell (many small PLGA-rich domains embedded
in a p(BMA-co-DAMA-co-MMA)-rich matrix), inverted core–shell
(p(BMA-co-DAMA-co-MMA)-rich core and PCL-rich shell, p(BMA-co-
DAMA-co-MMA)-rich shell and PLGA-rich core) and Janus micro-
particles have been obtained by adjusting the pH of the contin-
uous phase, the polymers and the organic solvent.15,16

Recently, droplet microuidics is one of the most powerful
techniques, as it can precisely control size, components, struc-
tures and specic function of microparticles.17,18 Owing to the
advancement in biomaterial technology, customized micropar-
ticles have been growth successfully.1 However, droplet micro-
uidics generally produces only one type of microparticle at
a time. Lee et al. have presented a simple microdroplet into
complex emulsion microdroplet based on the diffusion of
molecules at an interface. The disperse phases (monomer and D-
solvent) and continuous phases (separation agent and C-solvent)
are formed disperse microdroplets at ow-focusing. Multiple
emulsions, containing double, triple and quadruple emulsions,
can be prepared by varying the rate of phase separation (40%,
60%, 80%).19 The customized multiple emulsions can be gener-
ated, while multi-step preparation of disperse phases should be
implemented. The complicated generation steps are necessary
for the preparation of customized microparticles. Therefore,
RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 17623–17630 | 17623
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a simple method for simultaneous preparation of several
concentrations of microdroplets is still demanded because
microparticle is a promising carrier for drugs or other factors.

A gradient generator can generate a precise, stable, and
easily controlled concentration gradient.20,21 Droplet generation
and gradient generator have largely been developed indepen-
dently. Few studies have integrated them to simultaneously
produce multiple types of microparticles. Such a combination
would improve the efficiency for simultaneously preparing
multiple types of microparticles and increase their yields, which
paves the way for the application to more areas.

In this study, we simultaneously generated four types of
microparticles by integrating droplet generation and a gradient
generator. The gradient generator provides a PLGA concentra-
tion gradient, a PCL/PLGA ratio gradient, and a dimethyl
carbonate (DMC)/dichloromethane (DCM) ratio gradient.
Microparticles with different sizes are produced by manipu-
lating the PLGA concentration gradient. This device enables one
device to produce microspheres of different sizes at the same
time. Heterogenous microparticles are produced by controlling
the PCL/PLGA ratio gradient. This device realizes that it can
simultaneously adjust the composition ratio of four micro-
spheres. Anisotropic microparticles are produced by controlling
the DMC/DCM ratio gradient. This device can simultaneously
produce four structures of microspheres. The preparation of
complex microparticles will promote their potential as drug
delivery carrier, identiers for biological assays, microsensors.
Experimental
Materials

PCL (Mw ¼ 30 kDa/40 kDa) and PLGA (lactide/glycolide ratio ¼
50/50, Mw ¼ 30 kDa/40 kDa) were obtained from Shandong
Daigang Biomaterials (P. R. China). DCM was obtained from
Tianjing Baishi Chemical Co. Ltd. (P. R. China). Rhodamine B,
poly (vinyl alcohol) (PVA, 87–89% hydrolyzed,Mw ¼ 88 kDa) and
DMC were obtained from Aladdin Chemistry (Shanghai, P. R.
China). Negative resist (NR21-40000P) and poly-
dimethylsiloxane (PDMS) (Sylgard 184) were obtained from Dow
Corning Company (USA) and Futurrex Inc. (USA), respectively.
Glycerol was obtained from Tianjin Fuyu Chemical Co. Ltd. (P.
R. China). Deionized water was obtained using a Milli-Q water-
purication system and was used all experiments.
Microuidic gradient device

The application of circuit methods to microuidics is based on
the analogous behavior of hydraulic and electric circuits (Table
1 in ESI†). Circuit analysis is a useful method for devising
intricate microuidic networks, assuming that the uid in
microchannel is incompressible with a uniform viscosity, has
a steady-state ow, and is not subject to reverse mixed ow. The
pressure has a uniform gradient along the channel length. The
gradient generator was designed based on an electric circuit.21

The desired output concentrations of dispersed phases were
0%, 30%, 70% and 100%. Four T-junctions of droplet genera-
tion were used for produce microspheres in a stable manner.
17624 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 17623–17630
The pattern of the microuidic gradient device was formed
in a silicon wafer using so lithography as reported previ-
ously.22,23 In short, a negative photoresist was spin-coated on
a clean silicon wafer, which was then baked for 5 min at 90 �C
and then for a further 30 min at 140 �C. Ultraviolet light was
exposed on the resist through the mask of pattern, the exposure
time is 600 s (30 d E�1, photoresist height d ¼ 200 mm, the
sensitivity of photoresist 30 mJ cm�2, intensity of light E ¼ 10
mW cm�2), then baked for 3 min at 100 �C, cooling 30 min at
room temperature. The resist was then developed in RD6
developer liquid. The silicon wafer with the microuidic
gradient pattern was obtained. A mixture of curing agent and
PDMS (1 : 10, w/w) was poured onto the silicon wafer and was
allowed to solidify at 60 �C for 4 h. The PDMS mold with
microchannel was peeled off from the silicon wafer. The
tailored PDMS mold was adhered to a glass slide using O2

plasma. The width and depth of all channels were 200 mm. To
increase the hydrophilicity, the T-junction was modied by
pumping through PVA/glycerol (2/5 wt%) aqueous solution.

To verify the performance of the designed gradient gener-
ator, simulation of uid ow in channel was performed using
the COMSOL program.

Synthesis of different size microparticles

The two dispersed phases were 5 mg ml�1 PLGA in DMC and
40mgml�1 PLGA in DMC. The continuous phase and collecting
liquid were 2 wt% PVA aqueous solutions. Two dispersed pha-
ses and four continuous phases were pumped into the micro-
uidic gradient device channels using syringe pumps (Cole-
Parmer, USA and Longer, P. R. China). The ow rate of
dispersed phase was 0.5 ml h�1. By adjusting the ow rate of the
continuous phase, microspheres were simultaneously gener-
ated at four T-junctions. Then, four types of microspheres were
separately collected in 2 wt% PVA aqueous solutions. Aer the
volatilization of organic solvent DMC at room temperature for
24 h, the microparticles were washed with water three times and
then being freeze-dried 12 h (Lyophilizer, VIRTIS, USA).

Synthesis of heterogenous microparticles

The two dispersed phases were 40 mg ml�1 PCL in DMC and
40mgml�1 PLGA in DMC. The continuous phase and collecting
liquid were 2 wt% PVA aqueous solutions. The procedure was
carried out as described in section synthesis of different size
microparticles. Due to the high solubility of DMC in water,
Rhodamine B can be directly put into the collection pool of
microdroplets. Microspheres were stained with Rhodamine B.
The collection process needs to be protected from light to
prevent uorescence quenching. Aer the volatilization of
organic solvent DMC, microparticles were washed with water
three times and then observed by microscope.

Synthesis of anisotropic microparticles

The rst dispersed phase was 40 mg ml�1 PCL/PLGA (5/5) in
DMC. The second dispersed phase was 40 mg ml�1 PCL/PLGA
(5/5) in a 1 : 9 DMC/DCM mixture (DMC : DCM ¼ 1 : 9).
Owing to the incompatible of DCM in water, Rhodamine B can
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019



Fig. 1 Circuit diagram of the gradient generator (A), fluid simulation (B), schematic (C) and digital photograph (D) of the microfluidic gradient
device.
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be put into dispersed phase. This collection process also needs
to be protected from light. The procedure was carried out as
described in section synthesis of heterogenous microparticles.
Characterization of microparticles

The entire process of preparing the microparticles was monitored
using an optical microscope (Dmil1, Leica, P. R. China). A confocal
laser scanningmicroscope (CLSM) equipped with a 1mWhelium–

neon laser (CLSM, ZeissLsm-510, Japan) was used to observe
microparticles which had been stained with Rhodamine B. The
freeze-dried microparticles were observed by scanning electron
microscopy (SEM, FEI Quanta 200, Netherlands). Attenuated total
Fig. 2 Optical micrographs of microdroplets from the four outlets (A1–

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
reection Fourier-transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectra (Nexus
Por Euro, USA) were recorded for four types ofmicroparticles. X-ray
diffraction (XRD) patterns (X'Pert PRO, PANalytical, Netherlands)
were recorded for the microparticles in the 2q range of 10� to 70�.
ImageJ soware was used to measure the diameters of micropar-
ticles and calculate the average microparticle diameter.
Results and discussion
Microuidic gradient device

To simultaneously obtain multiple concentrations of micro-
droplets, the device was designed based on electric circuit
D1), and corresponding microdroplet distributions (A2–D2).

RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 17623–17630 | 17625
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methods.20,21 According to this relationship, the circuit diagram
of the gradient generator with four outlets is shown in Fig. 1(A).
The uid forms a new concentration of solution by stepwise
dilution in the channel.21 Four desired output concentrations
(C1 ¼ 0%, C2 ¼ 30%, C3 ¼ 70% and C4 ¼ 100%) can be obtained
with the device, when DP1 is 0% and DP2 is 100%. The
concentration of uid in each channel is C9, C8, C5, C1 ¼ 0, C11,
C10, C4 ¼ 100%, C7, C6, C3 ¼ 70% and C2 ¼ 30%. The detailed
methods are provided in the ESI.† To verify the gradient
module, the simulation soware (COMSOL) was used to simu-
late the movement of uid in microchannel. Fig. 1(B) shows the
colour changing from green to red. The colour indicates
a change in the concentration of uid. It also displays that the
gradient generator can produce a concentration gradient solu-
tion, and the feasibility of the designed gradient generator.
Droplet generation was used to produce microdroplets. The oil
phase (DP) forms microspheres under the shearing force of the
incompatible aqueous phase (CP). Schematic image was shown
in Fig. 1(C). The device has two dispersed phase inlets, four
continuous phase inlets and four outlets. The desired concen-
tration solution is produced by controlling the mixing ratio of
the two combined solutions. A new solution concentration (C3

¼ 70%) forms in the rst mixing of dispersed phase 1 (DP1) (C1
Fig. 3 SEM images (A1–D1 and A2–D2) and size distributions (A3–D3) o

17626 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 17623–17630
¼ 0%) and dispersed phase 2 (DP2) (C4 ¼ 100%). The second
mixing of C1 and C3 forms another new solution concentration
(C2 ¼ 30%) (Fig. 1(D)). Four different concentrations of solution
are generated by the gradient generator. Four concentrations of
microdroplets are simultaneous produced at the four T-
junctions. This device enables the possibility of simulta-
neously preparing multiple concentrations of microspheres. In
comparision with other device with one type droplets at a time,
it can reduce experimental steps, save time and increase the
efficiency of producing microdroplets.12,19,24,25

The four types of microdroplets are shown in Fig. 2(A1–D1).
This device improves the yield of microparticles. According to
the design, the ow rates of four dispersed phases before
forming the microspheres are the same. The diameters of the
four kinds of droplets are similar because of the same forma-
tion device and velocity of continuous phase. Each type of
microdroplet has a uniform size distribution, as shown in
Fig. 2(A2–D2). The diameter of the uncured microdroplet is
about 150 mm at four outlets. To further illustrate, the use of
microuidic gradient device can increase the yield of the
microspheres. We also designed a microuidic gradient device
with eight outlets, and the concentrations of microspheres were
exponentially distributed, as shown in the ESI.†
f the four sizes of PLGA microparticles.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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Different size microparticles

The two dispersed phases PLGA/DMC (DP1 ¼ 5 mg ml�1,
DP2 ¼ 40 mg ml�1) were pumped into the microuidic
gradient device to form PLGA gradient concentration solu-
tions. These solutions then formed four concentrations of
microdroplets at the T-junctions. Aer the volatilization of
DMC, four different concentrations of microdroplets are
solidied into different PLGA particle sizes,26 as shown in
Fig. 3(A2–D2). The concentration of solute in microdroplet
is different, resulting in different sizes of microparticles.
The microparticles of each size have narrow size distribu-
tions, as shown in Fig. 3(A1–D1 and A3–D3). The average
diameters of the four types of microparticles are 29.95 mm,
49.35 mm, 60.4 mm, and 86.075 mm. The formed PLGA
microparticles have a smooth surface. With the increase of
the concentration, the particle size gradually increased. By
controlling the concentration of PLGA, the device achieves
the regulation of microparticles size. When the microsphere
is used as a drug carrier, it can simultaneous regulate the
loading of drugs.
Fig. 4 SEM images (A1–D1), CLSM images (A2–D2), ATR-FTIR spectra (E
PCL : PLGA ¼ 7 : 3, (C) PCL : PLGA ¼ 3 : 7, (D) PLGA.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
Heterogenous microparticles

Heterogenous microparticles with different PCL/PLGA ratios
are shown in Fig. 4. The two dispersed phases (PCL/DMC ¼
DP1, PLGA/DMC ¼ DP2) were injected into the microuidic
gradient device to form different PCL/PLGA ratios of solution.
The volatilization of DMC causes the microdroplets containing
pure PCL or pure PLGA to form into rough and smooth spher-
ical structures, respectively, as shown in Fig. 4(A1 and D1). The
microdroplets containing different ratios of PCL/PLGA gradu-
ally segregate. Boundaries formed at the surface of microparti-
cles, resulting in the Janus structure shown in Fig. 4(B1 and C1).
Increasing the PLGA/PCL mass ratio causes the dividing line to
gradually move towards the rough compartment, as shown in
Fig. 4(A1–D1). This device can simultaneously produce four
types, while other methods about heterogenous microparticles
need four experiments and more time and energy.27

To conrm this structure, Rhodamine B was used to stain
the microparticles. Fig. 4(A2–D2) shows that Rhodamine B
selectively stains PLGA, leaving the PCL region of the micro-
particles unstained. This indicates the separation of two poly-
mers in the microparticles. By measuring the contact angles of
) and XRD patterns (F) of the heterogenous microparticles. (A) PCL, (B)

RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 17623–17630 | 17627
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PLGA and PCL, it is found that PLGA is wetting and PCL is non-
wetted (ESI†). Rhodamine B is a dye soluble in water. This
explains why Rhodamine B can selectively dye PLGA materials.
To gure out the distribution of two materials on the micro-
particle surface, ATR-FTIR spectra and XRD patterns of the four
types of microparticles are shown in Fig. 4(E and F). The
absorption peaks of PCL (curve OL-1) at 2946, 2865, 1737 and
731 cm�1 and PLGA (curve OL-4) at 2998, 2951, 1759, 1129 and
1086 cm�1 are observed in the ATR-FTIR spectrum of the Janus
particles (curve OL-2, OL-3). This phenomenon displays that
Janus particles have two materials. It also conrms that the
Janus microparticles are composed of PLGA and PCL, and the
four types of microparticles are heterogeneous. Fig. 4(F) shows
the XRD patterns of microparticles. In the XRD patterns of OL-1,
OL-2 and OL-3, peaks at 2q of 21.5� and 23.8� correspond to the
(110) and (200) planes, respectively. Themicroparticles from the
OL-1, OL-2 and OL-3 contain semi-crystalline PCL polymer
components. No obvious diffraction peaks are observed in the
XRD pattern of amorphous polymer PLGA (OL-4) in Fig. 4(F). In
summary, the XRD results also conrm that four types of
microparticles are heterogeneous.

Phase separation mainly depends on interfacial tension and
diffusion coefficient between immiscible phases and these
interactions.28 These determinants are inuenced by many
factors. Some aspects of the interfacial tension and diffusion
coefficient (such as the temperature, PLGA/PCL ratio, DMC/
DMC rate) between the different phases may result in dewet-
ting and wetting, as reported previously.27 Therefore, complex
microspheres can be obtained by changing the parameters of
Fig. 5 SEM images (A1–D1 and A2–D2) and CLSM images (A3–D3) of a

17628 | RSC Adv., 2019, 9, 17623–17630
the ratio. Here, PCL and PLGA, biomaterials with biocompati-
bility, hydrophobility/hydrophilicity and biodegradability, are
chosen as model materials. Solvent volatilization phase sepa-
ration is the dissolution of two immiscible polymers in the
same volatile organic solvent. Aer the organic solvent is vola-
tilized, the two polymers begin to phase separate and occupy
their respective rich phase to form Janus particles. The Janus
structure can be considered using the partial wetting theory and
classic spreading: Si ¼ rjk � (rij + rik). In this part, the different
ratio of PLGA/PCL changes the interfacial tension between the
different phases and the spreading coefficients. We dene the
oil phase including PLGA, 2 wt% PVA aqueous solutions and the
oil phase including PCL as 1, 2 and 3. DMC has much higher
solubility in water (13.9 wt% at 20 �C) and then quickly can be
extracted from the microdroplet (<30 s).29 According to the
theory, S1 ¼ r23 � (r12 + r13), S2 ¼ r13 � (r12 + r23), S3 ¼ r12 � (r13 +
r23). The interfacial tension between PLGA and PCL in DMC can
be obtained from their surface energy. According to the contact
angles of PLGA and PCL, the results is that r13 > r23, and then S1
< 0. Owing to high solubility in water of DMC, the interfacial
tension of r12 is small. The value is that S2 > 0, S3 < 0. The
spreading coefficient S2 is positive. S1 and S3 are negative, which
satises the condition of dewetting.29 This will present Janus
dewetting structure.
Anisotropic microparticles

SEM and CLSM images of the anisotropic microparticles are
shown in Fig. 5. The two dispersed phases (DP1, DP2) were
poured into the microuidic gradient device to form different
nisotropic microparticles.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2019
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DMC/DCM ratios of solution. Aer the organic solvent evapo-
rated, four different structures will appear. SEM images of the
uniform microparticles are shown in Fig. 5(A1–D1). The Janus
particles in Fig. 5(A2) have an interface at their centers. The
three types of patchy Janus particles are composed of a smooth
region and a sea-island region, as shown in Fig. 5(B2–D2). The
four types of microparticles are anisotropic. CLSM images of the
microparticles dyed with Rhodamine B are shown in Fig. 5(A3–
D3). The patchy Janus particles are stained in one region and
the other partial region, showing the distribution of PLGA in the
anisotropic microparticles and conrming that the surface
patches are PLGA materials.

The different ratios of DMC/DCM affect the interfacial
tension between the different phases and also affect the
spreading coefficients. The partial wetting theory and classic
spreading, Si ¼ rjk – (rij + rik), can also explain the Janus
patchy formation mechanism.29 The organic solvent is
composed of different DMC/DCM ratios. The solubility of
DCM in water is low (2 wt% at 20 �C).29 The solution of PLGA
and PCL in DMC or its mixture with DCM are completely
mixed for some time. The interfacial tension r13 is considered
as zero. The interfacial tension of r12 exceeds r13, owing to the
hydrophilicity of PLGA and the hydrophobility of DCM and
PCL. This results is that S1 < 0, S2 < 0, S3 > 0, which is for
patchy Janus structure. Owing to the existence of DMC (high
solubility in water), phase separation between PLGA and PCL
in DMC/DCM solution is same as in pure DMC at the
beginning. Subsequently, phase separation is same as in pure
DCM.29 The former results in the formation of the Janus
structure, whereas the latter causes the patchy structure,
which nally forms the patchy Janus structure. With the
increase of DCM/DMC ratio, three different degrees of patchy
Janus wetting structure are appeared.
Conclusions

In summary, this work developed the simultaneous prepara-
tion of four types of microparticles by integrating droplet
generation with a gradient generator. Microparticles with
different size are formed as a result of the PLGA concentration
gradient. Heterogenous microparticles are formed as a result
of the PCL/PLGA ratio gradient. Anisotropic microparticles are
formed as a result of the DMC/DCM ratio gradient. The
gradient generator precisely controls the gradient solution (i.e.
PLGA, PLGA/PCL, and DMC/DCM concentration gradients),
and droplet generation produces the various microparticles
(i.e. different sizes, heterogenous, anisotropic). The prepara-
tion of complex microparticles by the microuidic gradient
device may facilitate the application of microparticles in drug
delivery agents, active pigments for displays, microsensors,
and interface stabilizers.
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